Sounding the Alarm for Clean Tap Water!
eWaterTek Inc. Develops Breakthrough Water Testing & Monitoring Technologies…
Uncertainty about water quality & security is a concern for
everyone- municipalities, towns, regions, the military... The
threat of terrorism now crosses all borders and domains, and
water or liquid tampering or contamination are unfortunately,
possible threats today. Uncertainty and fear are the result of
this “new world,” in which we now have to take extra
precautions and measures to ensure civilian safety & security
in areas previously taken for granted. This is where water
monitoring and testing have become key weapons to address
these potential threats. eWaterTek has invented a patented
technology that can reinstate a sense of security and safety to
potable water monitoring & testing, which is also applicable
to ANY liquid.
Through lasers that identify irregular-shaped particles in the
drinking water, the design by eWaterTek eliminates the
unknown by sounding an alarm before it reaches the taps of
10s, 100s, 1000s… and after its journey through the
kilometers of municipal pipes.

is
a
cutting-edge based company with a
newly patented domestic warning system
to keep water safe. Developed in
response to nationwide concerns
regarding water quality, eWaterTek is
poised to become a world-wide leader in
a burgeoning market that provides
continuous water quality assessment.
Their innovative product combines
technology from a variety of sectors
using lasers and alarm systems to
continually detect particle size before it
reaches your tap– sounding a warning
when any unusual sizes are detected.

eWaterTek’s products have been installed in Canada and its inventor, Harry Moskoff, is looking to
expand beyond into new markets, including Europe and Israel. eWaterTek is considering all
investment options to allow it to grow into a world leader in this field.
In Brief…
Harold Moskoff is a Canadian inventor of a unique water monitoring & testing product and holder of
patents in the US and Israel now living in Israel. Several years ago, he began researching technology
for advancing water quality management. With the help of the University of Toronto's Civil
Engineering Department and a private company, Mr. Moskoff developed the world's first domestic
water warning system.
Harry has been a leader in the water monitoring industry for several years, having presented and
exhibited in numerous conferences. His innovative product design has afforded him extra recognition
and awards. Mr. Moskoff is a member of a variety of related associations devoted to water testing &
monitoring.
For more information, or to arrange a demonstration, please visit the eWaterTek web site at
www.ewatertek.ca, or contact Harry directly at tzvika@ewatertek.ca, or at 050-302-3086.
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eWaterTek
Bringing Advanced Water Monitoring…
Right to your Tap!

